In section 2 we recall the optimal sensitivity problem. the definition of .(X), and the main result of !6j. In section 3 we derive a formula for a matrix of inner products whose trace is .(X). Section 4 deals with points (ii) and (iii) above. Finally in section 5 we present, an example to illustrate our formula for v(X). In ( 2 ) it is usual to take Il.(5) to be outer but we will allow an! I I ' ( s ) f G r s ( H ) since ( 2 ) reduces to the general form of ( 3 ) (Lvith IZ;(s) not necessarily outer) in the case of unstable plants.
The
I t is possible to express p a the norm of a certain operator.
To do this we transform (3) to the disc using the substitution 
Since .(X) : x;=l ri21. this will allon us to readily compute the optimal sensitivity using theorem 1.
Our first step ton-ards this goal is to explicitly evaluate F,;j for some f c H 2 3 m H 2 by expanding the right-hand side of (6).
Recall that , 1 4 ,
In fact. it is straightfonvard to sho\v that derived using (9):
1.sing (IO) to expand the inner product appearing 
We now introduce the following polynomial: In passing we remark that A2 is automatically satisfied for @ ( z ) 1 x minimum phase and that for a given m ( z ) the assumption is satisfied for a generic
E(%).
Now it is routine to check that for k 2 0 ,
We note that (16) is valid for all z 6 D and hence for almost k all z c 6D,(and in particular for z c 6 0 not a singularity of ~~p . 
m ( z )

The Conjecture of Zhou and Khargonekar
It is our aim in this section to obtain a determinental expression from which we can compute the optimal sensitivity.
We In ,16; we prove the following result:
Let assumption A1 hold. Then L2 is well-defined on ( X, , , , m) and as X -+ X c (Xess,m), detL2(X) iVe now wish to establish a close connection between theorem 3 and a conjecture of Zhou and Khargonekar (3;. To do this we introduce the following matrix:
It is straightforward to check that and we immediately deduce the identity = K,'K?l. Furthermore. note from (27b) that Thus! providing no root of t .~( z ) coincides with a zero of m ( z ) for X t ( X E E P .~) , we have detKg2 = 0 if and only if detLz = 0.
It can also be shown that, under the same condition, K22 is well-defined on (X, , ? ~ cc).
Now it turns out that after transforming to the s-plane, K is essentialll-the same matrix which appears in ,3!. We set an = 1 and consider the following control canonical form realization of
5+):
Then we obtain the remarkable identity 16.
K = m(HX1)
where If we now transform from the disc to the s-plane we also obtain the identity
where
If we transpose GA and apply a non-singular similarity transformation we obtain A which is exactly the matrix appearing in 131. Furthermore for 'l'heorem 5 a n y minimal realization (A: B,
Let assumption A3 hold. Then optimal sensitivity we need only look in the interval ( 0 , l ) . Note that for X t (0.1) rhe denominator of (34) 
